Recognizing texts in video is more complex than in other environments such as scanned documents. Video texts appear in various colors, unknown fonts and sizes, often affected by compression artifacts and low quality. In contrast to Latin texts, there are no publicly available datasets which cover all aspects of the Arabic Video OCR domain. This paper describes a new well-defined and annotated Arabic-Text-in-Video dataset called AcTiV 2.0. The dataset is dedicated especially to building and evaluating Arabic video text detection and recognition systems. AcTiV 2.0 contains 189 video clips serving as a raw material for creating 4063 key frames for the detection task and 10,415 cropped text images for the recognition task. AcTiV 2.0 is also distributed with its annotation and evaluation tools that are made open-source for standardization and validation purposes. This paper also reports on the evaluation of several systems tested under the proposed detection and recognition protocols.
Introduction
Broadcast news and public-affairs programs are a prominent source of information that provides daily updates on national and world news. Nowadays, TV newscasters archive a tremendous number of news video clips thanks to the rapid progress in mass storage technology. As the archive size grows rapidly, the manual annotation of all video clips becomes impractical.
Since the 80s, research in OCR techniques has been an attractive field in the document analysis and recognition community. Prior work has addressed specific research problems that have bordered on printed and handwritten texts in scanned documents. Recently, embedded text in videos has received increasing attention as it often gives crucial information about the media content [1] [2] [3] . News videos generally contain two types of texts [2] : scene text and artificial text ( Figure 1 ). The first type is naturally recorded as part of scene during video capturing, such as traffic and shop signs. The second type of text is artificially superimposed on the video during the editing process. Compared with scene text, the artificial one usually provides brief and direct description of video content, which is important for automatic broadcast annotation. Typically, artificial text in news video indicates speaker's name, location, event information, scores of a match, etc. Therefore, in this context, we particularly focus on this category of text.
Recognizing text in videos, often called Video OCR [4] , is an essential task in many applications such as news indexing and retrieval [5] , video categorization, large archive managing and speaker identification [6] . A Video OCR system is generally composed of four stages: detection, tracking, extraction and recognition. The two first steps consist in locating text regions in video frames and generating the bounding boxes of text lines as an output. Text extraction aims at extracting text pixels and removing background ones. The recognition task converts image regions into text strings. In this work, we focus especially on the detection and recognition steps. Compared to scanned documents, text detection and recognition in video frames is more challenging. The major challenges are:
• Text patterns variability: unknown font-size and font-family, different colors and alignment (even in the same TV channel).
• Background complexity: text-like objects in video frames, such as fences, bricks and signs, can be confused with text characters.
•
Video quality: acquisition conditions, compression artifacts and low resolution.
All these challenges may give rise to failures in video text detection. The present study focuses on the Arabic video OCR problem. This introduces many additional challenges related to Arabic script [7] . Compared to Latin, the Arabic text has special characteristics such as presence of diacritics, non-uniform inter/intra-word distance and cursiveness of the script, i.e., characters may have up to four shapes depending on their position in the word (for examples, see Figure 1b ).
Several techniques have been proposed in the conventional field of Arabic OCR in scanned documents [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, few attempts have been made on the development of detection and recognition systems for overlaid text in Arabic news video [11] [12] [13] . These systems were tested on private datasets with different evaluation protocols and metrics that make direct comparison and objective benchmarking rather impractical. For instance, in [11] , the proposed text detector was evaluated on a private set of 150 video images. In [13] , Yousfi et al. evaluated their text detection system on two private test sets of 164 and 201 video frames. Therefore, the availability of an annotated and public dataset is of key importance for the Arabic video text analysis community.
In this paper, we present AcTiV 2.0 as an open Arabic-Text-in-Video dataset dedicated to benchmarking and comparison of systems for Arabic text detection, tracking and recognition. AcTiV 2.0 is an important extension of the one published in ICDAR 2015 [14] . It includes 189 video clips with an average length of 10 min per sequence for a global duration of about 31 h. These video sequences have been collected from four different Arabic news channels during the period between October 2013 and March 2016. In the present work, three video resolutions were chosen: HD (High Definition, 1920 × 1080), SD (Standard Definition, 720 × 576) and SD (480 × 360). The latter resolution concerns video clips that have been downloaded from the official YouTube channel of TunisiaNat1 TV.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present related work on datasets for text detection/recognition problems. Then, we present in Section 3 the AcTiV 2.0 dataset in terms of features, statistics and annotations. We detail the evaluation protocols in Section 4 and present the experimental results in Section 5. In Section 6, we draw the conclusions and discuss future work.
Literature Review
Recently, several approaches have been proposed to detect and recognize texts in videos and natural scene images [1, 2, 15, 16] .
All mentioned work so far are dedicated to Latin or Chinese text detection and recognition methods. Much of the progress that has been made in this field of research is attributed to the availability of standard datasets. The most popular of these is the dataset of ICDAR 2003 Robust Reading Competitions (RRC) [17] , prepared for scene text localization, character segmentation (removing background pixels) and word recognition. This dataset includes 509 text images in real environments captured with hand-held devices. 258 images from the database are used for training and the remaining 251 images constitute the test set. Some examples are depicted in Figure 2a . This dataset was also used in the ICDAR 2005 Text Locating Competition [18] . Figure 3 shows the evolution of the Latin text detection research between 2003 and 2013 [18] [19] [20] taking as a benchmark the ICDAR 2003 dataset. As can be observed, the method of Huang et al. [19] outperforms other approaches by a large margin. This method enhances the Stroke Width Transform (SWT) algorithm using color information and introduces Text Covariance Descriptors (TCDs). For the word-recognition task, the best accuracy of 93.1%, was achieved by Jaderberg et al. [21] using their proposed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) model. The dataset in ICDAR 2011 RRC [22] was inherited from the benchmark used in the previous ICDAR competitions (i.e., 2003 and 2005) but have undergone extension and modification, since there are some missing ground truth information and imprecise word bounding boxes. The final datasets consisted of 485 full images and 1564 cropped word images for localization and word-recognition tasks, respectively. On this dataset, the text detection method of Liao et al. [23] obtains state-of-the-art performance with an F-score of 82%. This algorithm is based on a fully convolutional network (FCN) followed by a standard non-maximum suppression process. In the 2013 edition of ICDAR RRC [24] , a new database was proposed for video text detection, tracking and recognition. It contains 28 short video sequences. An updated version of this dataset was provided in ICDAR 2015 [25] including a training set of 25 videos and a test set of 24 videos.
The MSRA-TD500 dataset [26] works on multi-oriented scene texts detection. This dataset includes 500 images (300 for training and 200 for testing) with horizontal and slant/skewed texts in complex natural scenes (see Figure 2b for examples). The method of Liu et al. [27] achieves state-of-the-art performance on this database with an F-score of 75%. This method makes use of the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) technique as text candidates extractor as well as a set of heuristic rules and an AdaBoost classifier as a two-stages filtering process.
The Street View Text (SVT) dataset [28] is used for scene text detection, segmentation and recognition in outdoor images. It includes 350 full images with 904 word-level annotated bounding boxes. The method of Shi et al. [29] shows superiority over existing techniques with 80.8% as a recognition accuracy. This method is based on Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN), which integrates the advantages of both CNN and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). For the segmentation task, the best F-score, 90%, was obtained by Mishra et al. [30] . The algorithm is mainly based on two steps: a GMM refinement using stroke and color features and a graph cut procedure.
The KAIST dataset [31] consists of 3000 images taken in indoor and outdoor scenes (see Figure 2d for examples). This is a multilingual dataset, which includes English and Korean texts. KAIST can be used for both detection and segmentation tasks, as it provides binary masks for each character in the image. The text segmentation algorithm of Zhu and Zhang [32] outperforms existing methods on this dataset with an F-score of 88%. The method is based on superpixel clustering. First, an adaptive SLIC text superpixel generation procedure is performed. Next, a DBSCAN-based superpixel clustering is used to fuse stroke superpixels. Finally, a stroke superpixel verification process is applied.
The NEOCR dataset [33] contains 659 natural scene images with multi-oriented texts of high variability (see Figure 2c for examples). This database is intended for scene text recognition and provided multilingual evaluation environments, as it includes texts in eight European languages.
In 2016, Veit et al. [34] proposed a dataset for English scene text detection and recognition called COCO-Text. The dataset is based on the Microsoft COCO dataset, which contains images of complex everyday scenes. The best result on this dataset (67.16%) was obtained by the winner of the COCO-Text ICDAR2017 competition [35] . Note that the participating methods on this competition were ranked based on their Average precision (AP) with an Intersection over Union (IoU) of 0.5.
Recently, Chng and Chan [36] introduced a new dataset, namely Total-text, for curved scene text detection and recognition problems. It contains 1555 scene images and 9330 annotated words with three different text orientations. [18] [19] [20] showing the evolution of this area of research over ten years.
As for Arabic language, major contributions have already been made in the conventional field of printed and handwritten OCR systems [7, 10] . Much progress of such systems has been triggered thanks to the availability of public datasets. Examples include the IFN/ENIT [37] and KHATT [38] datasets for offline handwriting recognition and writer identification; the APTI database [39] for printed word recognition; and the ADAB dataset [40] that works on online handwriting recognition.
However, handling Arabic text detection and recognition for multimedia documents is limited to very few studies [41] [42] [43] . Table 1 presents commonly used datasets for text processing in images and videos, and summarizes their features in terms of text categories, sources, tasks, script, information of training/test samples and best achieved result. As depicted by this table, publicly available datasets for Arabic Video OCR systems are limited to one work for the recognition task and are even non-existent for detection and tracking problems. Yousfi et al. [44] put forward a dataset for superimposed text recognition, called Alif. The dataset was composed of 6532 static cropped text images extracted from diverse Arabic TV channels and with about 12% extracted from web sources. This dataset offered only one image resolution. Table 1 . Most important existing datasets for text processing in videos and scene images. "D", "S" and "R" respectively denote "Detection", "Segmentation" and "Recognition". 
Dataset

Proposed Datasets
In this section, we describe the AcTiV 2.0 dataset in terms of characteristics, statistics and annotation guidelines.
Data Characteristics and Statistics
As mentioned in the introduction, AcTiV 1.0 (http://tc11.cvc.uab.es/datasets/AcTiV_1) was presented in the ICDAR'15 conference [14] as the first publicly accessible annotated dataset designed to assess the performance of different Arabic Video OCR systems. This database is currently used by several research groups around the world. It was partially used as a benchmark in the first edition of the "AcTiVComp" contest in conjunction with the ICPR'16 conference [45] . The two main challenges addressed by this dataset are text pattern variability and presence of complex backgrounds with various text-like objects. AcTiV 1.0 consists of 80 video clips recorded from four different Arabic news channels: TunisiaNat1, France24, Russia Today and AljazeeraHD. AcTiV 1.0 is composed of video clips and their corresponding XML files (detailed in Section 3.2). We selected from these video clips 1843 frames dedicated to the detection task. In [14, 46] , the first results using AcTiV 1.0 were presented.
Based on the obtained results under different evaluation protocols and considering the AcTiV 1.0 users' feed-backs, it was necessary to extend the content in terms of video clips and resolutions offering more training samples, especially for deep learning-based methods.
The new dataset AcTiV 2.0 includes 189 video sequences, 4063 key frames, 10,415 text images and three video-stream resolutions, i.e., the new one is SD (480 × 360). A brief comparison in terms of content between the initial and new version of the proposed dataset is presented in Table 2 . The architecture of the new dataset is completely different from the old one. In addition to the videos and their annotation XML files, AcTiV 2.0 includes two appropriate datasets for detection and recognition tasks, (see Figure 4) . • AcTiV-D represents a dataset of non-redundant frames used to build and evaluate methods for detecting text regions in HD/SD frames. A total of 4063 frames have been hand-selected with a particular attention to achieve a high diversity in depicted text regions. Figure 5 provides examples from AcTiV-D for typical problems in video text detection. To test the systems' ability to locate texts under different situations, the proposed dataset includes some frames which contain the same text region but with different backgrounds and some others without any text component.
• AcTiV-R is a dataset of textline images that can be utilized to build and evaluate Arabic text recognition systems. Different fonts (more than 6), sizes, backgrounds, colors, contrasts and occlusions are represented in the dataset. Figure 6 illustrates typical examples from AcTiV-R.
The collected text images cover a broad range of characteristics that distinguish video frames from scanned documents. AcTiV-R consists of 10,415 textline images, 44,583 words and 259,192 characters. To have an easily accessible representation of Arabic text, it is transformed into a set of Latin labels with a suffix that refers to the letter's position in the word, _B: Begin, _M: Middle; _E: End; and _I: Isolate. An example is shown in Figure 1 . During the annotation process, we have considered 164 Arabic character forms: -125 letters, i.e., taking into account this "positioning" variability; -15 additional characters, i.e., combined with the diacritic sign "Chadda"; -10 digits; and -14 punctuation marks including the white space.
The different character labels can be observed in Table 3 . The same table gives for each character its frequency in the dataset.
More details about the statistics of the detection and recognition datasets are in Figure 4 . 
Annotation Guidelines
We utilized the AcTiV-GT tool [47] to annotate our collection of data. Figure 7 illustrates the user interface of this tool. In the annotation process, we collect the following information for each text rectangle.
• position: x, y, width and height.
• content: text strings, text color, background color, background type (transparent, opaque).
• Interval: apparition interval of the textline (Frame_S (Start), Frame_E (End)).
Note that a text rectangle can include multiple lines if they share the same font, color and size, and if they are not far from each other. This set of information is saved in a meta file called global XML file (an extract is illustrated in Figure 8 ). This file can be used for tracking and end-to-end tasks. In AcTiV 2.0, two additional types of XML files have been generated, based on the information contained in the global XML file, one for the detection dataset and the other for the recognition dataset. The detection XML file is provided at the line level for each frame. Figure 9a depicts a part of the detection XML file of France24 TV channel. One bounding box is described by the element Rectangle which contains the rectangle attributes: (x, y) coordinates, width and height. The recognition ground-truth files are provided at the line level for each text image. The XML file is composed of two markup sections: ArabicTranscription and LatinTranscription. Figure 9b depicts an example of a ground-truth XML file and its textline image. 
Evaluation Protocols and Metrics
As mentioned before, the proposed AcTiV datasets are mainly dedicated to train and evaluate the existing systems for Arabic text detection and recognition in news video. To objectively compare and measure the performance of these systems, we proposed to partition each of the AcTiV-D and AcTiV-R datasets into train, test and closed test subsets taking advantage of the variability in data content. It is to note that the latter subset contains private data (quite similar to the test set) that are used in the context of competitions only. In addition, we suggested a set of evaluation protocols such that different techniques could be directly compared. In other words, the proposed protocols allow us to closely analyze the system behavior towards a given resolution (HD/SD) and/or quality (DBS/Web). Table 4 depicts the detection protocols.
Detection Protocols and Metrics
• Protocol 1 aims to measure the performance of single-frame based methods to detect texts in HD frames.
• Protocol 4 is similar to Protocol 1, differing only by the channel resolution. All SD (720 × 576) channels in our database can be targeted by this protocol which is split in four sub-protocols: three channel-dependent (Protocols 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) and one channel-free (Protocol 4.4).
•
Protocol 4bis is dedicated to the new added resolution (480 × 360) for the Tunisia Nat1 TV channel. The main idea of this protocol is to train a given system with SD (720 × 576) data i.e., Protocol 4.3 and test it with different data resolution and quality. • Protocol 7 is the generic version of the previous protocols where text detection is evaluated regardless of data quality. Metrics: The performance of a text detector is evaluated based on precision, recall and F-measure metrics that are defined as:
where D is the list of detected rectangles, G is the list of ground-truth rectangles and matchD/matchG are the matching functions, respectively. These measures are calculated using our evaluation tool [48] which takes into account all types of matching cases between G bounding boxes and D ones, i.e., one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one matching. In the matching procedure, two quality constraints, namely, t p and t r are utilized. t p ∈ [0, 1] is the constraint on area precision and t r ∈ [0, 1] is the recall constraint. Figure 10 depicts the user interface of our evaluation tool as well as the precision and recall curves, where x-axis denotes t r values and y-axis denotes t p ones. The proposed performance metrics and their underlying constraints are similar to those used in ICDAR 2013 [24] and ICDAR 2015 [25] RRCs. It is worth noting that our annotation and evaluation tools are fully implemented in Java and are made open-source for standardization and validation purposes.
Frame list Frame preview
Evaluation buttons a b Figure 10 . AcTiV-D evaluation tool. The user can apply the evaluation procedure to the current frame "Evaluate CF" button or to all video frames "Evaluate All" button (a). The "Performance Value" button displays precision, recall and F-score values (b). Table 5 depicts the recognition protocols.
Recognition Protocols and Metrics
• Protocol 3 aims to evaluate the performance of OCR systems to recognize texts in HD frames.
• Protocol 6 is similar to Protocol 3, differing only by the channel resolution. All SD (720 × 576) channels in our dataset can be targeted by this protocol which is split in four sub-protocols: three channel-dependent (Protocols 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) and one channel-free (Protocol 6.4).
•
Protocol 6bis is dedicated to the new added resolution (480 × 360) for the Tunisia Nat1 TV channel. The main idea of this protocol is to train a given system with SD (720 × 576) data i.e., Protocol 6.3 and test it with different data resolution and quality. • Protocol 9 is the generic version of Protocols 3 and 6 where text recognition is assessed without considering data quality. Metrics: The performance measure for the recognition task is based on the Line Recognition Rate (LRR), Word Recognition Rate (WRR) at the line and words levels, respectively, and on the computation of insertion (I), deletion (D) and substitution (S) errors at the character level (CRR) that are defined as: Figure 11 shows an example explaining the impact on CRR and WRR metrics resulting from substitution and deletion errors. It is worth noting that the proposed protocols help us understanding how generic is the system, i.e., if a system performs well for Protocols 7 and 9 (independently of the TV channel). For instance, in the AcTiVComp contest, we observed that some participating systems perform well in HD resolution only, some others are quite generic (i.e., good in both SD and HD resolutions). Other systems are incompatible with a specific resolution. Various examples of using these evaluation protocols will be presented in the next section.
Application of AcTiV Datasets
The proposed datasets have been used to build and evaluate two systems for Arabic video text detection and recognition. The text detector is based on a hybrid approach composed of CC-based heuristic phase and a machine learning verification procedure. The recognizer system consists of a Multi-Dimensional RNNs (MDRNNs) [49] coupled with a Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer [50] .
LADI Detector
The LADI text detection system is based in our previous work [14, 46] , with new added enhancements considering the color consistency of near text regions. Our text detector represents a hybrid approach consisting of two stages: a CC-based heuristic algorithm and a machine learning classification. The main idea of this system is to combine two techniques: an adapted version of the SWT algorithm and a convolutional auto-encoder (CAE). As shown in Figure 12 , the first stage starts with a preprocessing step to decrease noise and fine detail. It then computes the edge map and X&Y gradients from the processed frame using Canny and Sobel operators, respectively. After that, the SWT operator is performed as follow.
-Gradient direction d p is calculated, at each edge pixel p, which is roughly perpendicular to the stroke orientation. -A search ray r = p + n * d p (n > 0) starting from an edge pixel p along the gradient direction d p is shot until we find another edge pixel q. If these two edge pixels have nearly opposite gradient orientations, the ray is considered valid. All pixels inside this ray are labeled by the length |p − q|.
The next step is to group adjacent pixels in the resulting SWT image into CCs. This is done by applying a flood-fill algorithm based on consistency in stroke width and color. The CCs are then filtered using a set of simple heuristic rules concerning the CC size, position, aspect-ratio and color uniformity. The remaining CCs are iteratively merged into words and textlines based on a proposed textline formation method (see [46] for more details). The second stage uses CAE to automatically produce features, instead of hard-coding them. These features have been learned in an unsupervised way from the textline candidates obtained in the first stage. Then, to discriminate text objects from non-text ones, an SVM classifier with RBF kernel is trained on the patches extracted from the textline candidates by using the generated CAE features.
Note that the whole algorithm is performed twice (for each image) to handle both dark-on-light and light-on-dark texts, once along the gradient direction and once along the inverse direction. The results of two passes are combined to make final decisions. 
SID OCR
The SID OCR system [51] relies specifically on a Multi-Dimensional Long Short Term Memory (MDLSTM) with a CTC output layer. The proposed network is composed of three levels: an input layer, five hidden layers and an output layer. The hidden layers are MDLSTM that respectively have 2, 10, and 50 cells and separated by feedforward layers with 6 and 20 cells. In fact, we have created a hierarchical structure by repeatedly composing MDLSTM layers with feedforward layers. Firstly, the image is divided into small patches using a pixel window called the "input block", each of which is presented to the first MDLSTM layer as a feature vector of pixel intensities. These vectors are then scanned by four MDLSTM layers in different directions (i.e., up, down, left an right).
After that, the cells activation of the MDLSTM layers are sequentially fed to the first and second feed-forward layers through sub-sample windows, namely "hidden block". This can be seen as a subsampling step with trainable weights, in which the activation are summed and squashed by the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function. This step aims to extremely reduce the number of weight connections between hidden layers.
The final level is the CTC output layer which labels the sequences of textlines. This layer has n cells, where n is the number of classes, in our case 165 (164 characters and one cell for the 'blank' output). The output activations are normalized at each time step with the softmax activation function. The use of such layer allows working on unsegmented input sequence, which is not the case for standard RNN objective functions. A separate network has been trained for each TV channel of the reference protocol. All input images have been scaled to common heights (70 pixels) and converted to gray-scale. The training is carried out with back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm and steepset optimizer has been used with a learning rate of 10 −4 and with a momentum value of 0.9. We performed several experiments to find the optimal sizes of the MDLSTM layers, feedforward layers, input block and hidden block. Table 6 summarizes the best obtained values of the network parameters.
Note that the size of the input block is set to 1 × 4 for Protocols 6.1 and 3 (not 2 × 4), respectively. To fine-tune these parameters we just pick out a set of 2000 labeled images from AcTiV-R, in which 190 are used as a validation set. 
Experimental Results
Several experiments have been conducted using the AcTiV-D and AcTiV-R subsets. These experiments can be divided into two categories: The first one concerns the comparison of our systems with two recent methods. The second category aims at analyzing the effect of increasing the training data on the accuracy of the LADI text detector.
Comparison with Other Methods
As proof of concept of the proposed benchmark, we compare our systems with two recent methods. The first one was proposed by Gaddour et al. [52] to basically detect Arabic texts in natural scene images. The main steps involved are:
• Pixel-color clustering using k-means to form pairs of thresholds for each RGB channel.
•
Creation of binary map for each pair of thresholds.
• Extraction of CCs.
Preliminary filtering according to "area stability" criterion.
Second filtering based on a set of statistical and geometric rules.
Horizontal merging of the remaining components to form textlines.
The second method was put forward by Iwata et al. [53] to recognize artificial Arabic text in video frames. It operates as follows:
• Textline segmentation into words by thresholding gaps between CCs.
• Over-segmentation of characters into primitive segments.
Character recognition using 64-dimensional feature vector of chain code histogram and the modified quadratic discriminant function.
• Word recognition by dynamic programming using total likelihood of characters as objective function.
False word reduction by measuring the average of the character likelihoods in a word and comparing it to a predefined threshold.
The detection systems have been trained on the training-set1 of Table 4 . The evaluation has been done on the test set for the detection and recognition tasks. Table 7 presents evaluation results of the detection protocols in terms of precision, recall and F-measure. The best results are marked in bold. The LADI system scores best for all protocols with an F-measure between 0.73 and 0.85 for AllSD protocol (p4.4) and AljazeeraHD protocol (p1) respectively. In contrast to the SysA that represents a fully heuristic-based method, the LADI system increased the F-measure by 11% for Protocol 1. For Protocols 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 (SD channels), the results are higher, with a gain of, respectively, 11%, 17%, 14% and 24%. This reflects the effectiveness of using a machine-learning solution to filter the results given by the SWT algorithm. The Gaddo system has strong fragmentation and miss detection tendency as depicted by its obtained numerical results. Table 8 presents evaluation results of the recognition protocols in terms of CRR, WRR and LRR metrics. The SID-OCR system has shown superiority in all protocols. The best accuracies are achieved on the TunisiaNat1 channel subset (p6.3) with 0.94 as a CRR and 0.62 as a LRR. The IWATA system performs well for all SD protocols especially for the CRR/WRR metrics. However its current version is incompatible with HD resolution. The result shows that our system has low recognition rate when facing different text patterns and resolutions, i.e., global Protocol 9. Based on our knowledge about the shapes of Arabic characters, we divide the causes of errors into two classes: character similarity and insufficient samples of punctuation, digits and symbols. Several measures can be taken to minimize the character error rate, for instance by integrating language models or dropout mechanism. To examine the effect of increasing the number of training samples on the accuracy of our text detector, we conduct the same experiment of Protocol 6.1, in Table 7 , using training-set2, which includes roughly the double of samples (600 frames) than training-set1 (see Table 4 ). We observed that the detection rates of our text detector have been increased as expected. Specifically, the recall increases by 2% and the precision increases by 5%. This can be explained by the increase in the number of samples provided to the CAE, which leads to more robust feature representations and subsequently better classification results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new version of the AcTiV dataset for the development and evaluation of text detection and recognition systems targeting Arabic news video. This dataset is freely available to research institutions. We have provided details about the characteristics and statistics of the database. We have also reported about our ground-truthing software used to semi-automatically annotate the video clips and our open text detection evaluation tool. We have evaluated five text detection and recognition algorithms as proof-of-concept of the new dataset. Additionally, a set of evaluation protocols has been made to measure the systems performance under different situations. The experimental results have shown that there is still room for improvement in both detection and recognition of Arabic video text. We look forward to more researchers joining the challenging research topic of Arabic video texts detection and recognition.
